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The above image is a composite image. Much in the way cubists and nonobjective painters would show multiple perspectives and elevations even sections at the same time to convey as much infor-
mation as possible so have I made a composite image of a section perspective in the background and technical section denoting exact placement of internal elements and height lines all displayed 
by peeling back the south façade which can be seen in the far left of the image.
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Architecture like art is something that must be experienced. Our senses are constantly attacked as we move through, in and around spaces. Rarely ever do we experience a single space from one 
perspective. More commonly we experience space through movement. Allowing the body to pass in and among the structure. This image is architecture, just as one image bleeds and dissolves into the 
other so does the user bleed and dissolve between spaces. The six perspectives lay buried deep within layers of Technical drawings, guiding the viewer through the experience of architecture.
